Theory(s) of Local Government, authored by Prof. Lee, Dalgon, Oct. 17th, 2016
Though there passed many years after reading books regarding Theory(s) of Local Government, of different authors, since the undergraduate and thereafter, at first glance, this book is here presenting another invaluable lessons in respect to economic activities from his erudition and long devotion to Gov. study, and also from more democratic backdrop local Gov. currently encounters; It's far too different to the other comparative study(s) which usually figure out institutional disparity(s) amidst states and constituents. Rather, it draws out some falsity/verity from his emphirical studies to help readers understanding the meaning, public goal, or common wealth. In fact, as highly congruent as is its beginning contents from first few pages, almost showing its book review, furthermore, author would better construct his key concepts, in regards to even readers’ smattering, if he will provide his critical evaluations on pervasive administrative phenomena, for example, inter-state dispute or suckling local entrepreneurship, to help readers, eps. undergraduates.
It's somewhat different to the point that other textbook of Local Gov. touching subject matters, ranging from each state's apparatus hierarchy, locals' right(s) & responsibility(s) attained to, tax resources & interaction amidst agencies, to budgeting process as well, are depicting comparison(s) and data each between.
This book instead focus on Korean gov. and Korean agency(s) only, explains its apparatus hierarchy of a local gov., from local executives and local council to NGOs, local gov's right(s) and responsibility(s), and 'Authoritas' on one hand throughout fiscal capitalization process, on the other hand that of voluntary/mandatory organization of people, and lastly provides some interesting axiom(s) working amidst participants in decision/policy making process conducive to local gov.'s administrative actions upon, for instance, Samuelson's, Hayeck's, and Tibur's. In this book, even though the author didn't explicate grave importance of local provincial law, local property law, or environmental protection law, etc., by outlining and suggesting either detailed or plausible methods to govern and corporate locals on such a legal context, his treaties achieve its high congruency at almost a manual level, carrying with agency's interactions, based upon usually free market conjectures.
Some shortcomings from its high congruency and middle-level resolution, causing from soberly stressing rationality and mainly bound by limited pages, may come in happenstance, for example, elucidation of indispensible complements (or qualitative criteria) such as culture, ethnicity, and accompanying socio-geographic characteristics might have been absent or slightened for the author's providence of concrete schematics instead, though, his wide and disinterest explanations refraining from any efflorescent speculation, are very advantages of this book, too. In general, it's up to you.

